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Introduction 
 

Development and integration of sophisticated information technology as well as 
communications have been changing societies and economies. The introduction of e-
commerce has changed industry structures and business models, brought benefits to 
both producers and customers, and facilitated technology as well as service 
innovations. However, not all industries will benefit from e-commerce, an example of 
which could be haircuts.1 Meanwhile, e-commerce has also some negative 
implications concerning respective players in different industries. An example could 
be the downward price pressure for certain producers as a result of customers’ better 
access to information.  
 
Though e-commerce has gained increasing attention from both industry and 
academia, there is a lack of in-depth research on the economic explanation of e-
commerce, meaning there is a need to explain the development and impact of e-
commerce with the help of economic theories. Meanwhile, the measurement and the 
practical application of e-commerce require detailed study.   
 

1.1 Definition of E-Commerce 
 

In the literature there are several different definitions used regarding e-commerce. 
For this working paper the following definition is chosen: e-commerce is the buying, 
selling, transferring, or exchanging of product and services or information through 
computer networks and internet.2 The reason is that this definition covers the key 
aspects of transactions and clarifies the major technological instruments for e-
commerce (i.e. computer networks and internet). The term e-business is also 
frequently applied in business and sometimes e-business and e-commerce are used 
interchangeably. E-business is solely the broader definition of e-commerce. It covers 
issues like conducting e-learning, implementing e-recruitment and doing electronic 
transactions within a firm. 

1.2 Measurement of E-Commerce 
1.2.1 General Measures of E-Commerce 
 

Assessing Demand of E-Commerce Services: E-commerce cannot be carried out 
without the necessary infrastructural components. Necessary hardware and software 
must be available to enable a smooth flow of information. Furthermore appropriate 
communication networks should be available. The improvement of access 
opportunities is influenced by factors like technological development or government 
policies in a country. Governments partly determine the market conditions of e-
commerce.3 Since e-commerce leads to a global market, it is vital to review the 
current access and usage of internet world wide. 
  

                                                 
1
 Bacchetta (1998), p. 1 
2
 Vieland (2006), p. 4 
3
 http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/ecom_e/ecom_e.htm [last accessed: May  27, 2008] 

http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/ecom_e/ecom_e.htm
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Internet Usage by World Region for June 20074: Below are two figures: the bar 
chart (Figure1) shows the absolute number of people using internet in different 
continents while the pie chart (Figure 2) illustrates the percentage of internet users on 
each continent. Seen from the figure, Asia has the largest number of internet users, 
followed by Europe. Australia is the continent which has the fewest internet users.  
 

Figure 1: Absolute number of Internet users according to continent 

 
Figure 2: World Internet users

5
 

 

1.2.2 Specific Measurement of E-Commerce Using Indicators 
 

OECD has developed some indicators to measure e-commerce. They are divided 
into three stages. The first one is e-commerce readiness, then the intensity and lastly 
the e-commerce impact.6 
 
§ E-commerce readiness  
Generally e-commerce readiness covers the preparation of necessary technical, 
commercial and social infrastructure for e-commerce. Important is that the country 
has to generate a statistical picture of the readiness regarding the infrastructure 
element required for e-commerce, e.g. how does the telecommunication 

                                                 
4
 http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm, [last accessed: May 27, 2008] 
5
 http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm [last accessed: May 27, 2008] 
6
 www.oecd.org [last accessed: May 27, 2008] 
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infrastructure of a country look like? Other essential factors are skills and trainings of 
the population who are using the infrastructure. Figure 3 illustrates how e-commerce 
progresses in the individual economy. 
 
§ E-commerce Intensity  
It is considered to be second phase of the lifecycle of e-commerce. This stage 
requires more indicators regarding the use of Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) in the business, government and household.7 The question here 
is who are using e-commerce and who are not. Meanwhile, leading sectors and 
applications shall be identified. 
 
§ E- commerce impacts 
At this stage it will be checked whether e-commerce is making any difference in 
terms of efficiency. At the same time, any new resources of wealth created by using 
e-commerce will be evaluated. 
 

Figure 3: The E-Commerce Cycle
8
 

 
Indicators collected across OECD member countries (See Figure 4): information 
stated in the table below was collected in some of the OCED member countries such 
as Canada, Netherlands, France, Finland, Japan, US, Sweden, Korea and Italy. 
Indicators were reviewed in the economic units (business, government and 
household) of the respective countries. 
  

                                                 
7
 OECD (1999a), p. 12 
8
 OECD (1999a), p. 7 
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Figure 4 OECD Indicators 
9
 

E-Commerce readiness E-Commerce Intensity E-Commerce Impacts 

§ Number of telecom 
carriers 

§ Number of ISPs 
§ Number of digital fixed 
access lines 

§ Number of mobile 
telephone subscribers 

§ Number &  proportion of 
persons with: 
(Computer skills, 
experience in using 
computers) 

§ Number and proportion 
of economic units with: 
(Modems, internet 
access, other extranets, 
websites, digital TV) 

§ Number & proportion of 
economic units 

§ Time spent by economic 
units using computer and  
internet 

§ Frequency of use by 
economic units on: 
Computer, internet 

§ Number & proportion of 
economic units expecting 
to use computer and 
internet 

§ Number & proportion 
intending to set up 
websites 

§ Internet transactions 
(Type of transaction, value 
of sale/ purchase)     

§ Share of transactions 
made electronically  
(Sales, purchases) 

§  Proportion of economic 
units: 
(Satisfied with the results 
of e-commerce, where 
customer service issues 
have been impacted) 

§ Expenditure on e –
commerce 

§ Effects on performance 

1.3 Size of E-Commerce Market  
 

How big is the e-commerce market? Here the US market will be our study object due 
to the availability of data. The percentage of the total e-commerce sales is used as a 
measurement instrument. Figure 5 shows how the US market has developed in terms 
of its e-commerce sales. Manufacturing and merchant wholesale prove to be the 
areas where e-commerce is being mostly applied. In comparison with manufacturing 
and merchant wholesale, the retail sector is less influenced by e-commerce. 
However, it is a continuously growing sector. Overall e-commerce is a growing 
market and will continue to advance as more and more people and businesses have 
realized its benefits and are ready to adopt it. 
 

Figure 5: US e-commerce percentage of the total sales
10
 

 
 

                                                 
9
 www.oecd.org 
10
 http://www.census.gov/eos/www/ebusiness614.htm, [last accessed: May. 4, 2008] 
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2. E-Commerce Environment 
 

E-commerce can not be separated from the business environment (See Figure 6). A 
company’s operation is influenced by its environmental factors. Therefore, 
technological development should also take into account the business environmental 
and the interests of the firm’s stakeholders. Most significant influences are those from 
the suppliers, customers, intermediaries and competitors. A successful business 
approach always tries to meet the needs of the customers. For instance, if a firm 
wants to adopt online selling, it is vital to take their customers into consideration: 
what kind of customers are they? Are they in a position to use or willing to use 
internet for buying goods? At the same time, the type of products cannot be 
neglected, meaning that companies have to make sure the goods are suitable for 
selling through the internet. All these factors should be considered; otherwise 
resistance to the new e-commerce strategy will be expected. Another big threat 
comes from the major competitors, which have a great influence on the way business 
is run. If they have adopted advanced e-commerce technologies, the concerned firm 
has to make sure its e-commerce approaches surpass those of the competitors and 
thus create competitive advantages. In addition suppliers and intermediaries also 
have a big influence on the business operations.  
 
Local and international economic conditions and legislation should be observed and 
business practices recognized in society should be followed. Finally technological 
innovations are very important for winning the market. Otherwise the company can 
be easily squeezed out of the market by other rivals with better services and 
advanced technologies. 
 

Figure 6: E-commerce environment
11 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11
 Chaffey (2004), p. 33 
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2.1 Classification of E-Commerce 

A common classification of e-commerce is based on the nature of transactions or 
relationships among the market participants, that is, business-to-business (B2B), 
business-to-customer (B2C) and customer-to-customer (C2C). 
 
All the participants of B2B are companies or organisations. It is the selling of products 
and services between corporations or organisations.12 Suppliers, distributors and 
manufacturers are usually involved in such a business. Generally the e-commerce 
volume between businesses is five times higher than that between businesses and 
customers.13 
 
B2C involves retail transactions of products from businesses to customers. Here the 
focus is on selling product as well as services and marketing to customers. This 
model is practiced by firms like Dell. Dell’s major sales channel is online selling. 
Another area where B2C has prospered is travel and tourism. Especially the travel 
agencies and airlines are the key players in e-commerce. Customers benefit 
significantly from the variety of choices on the internet, since there is the possibility to 
easily compare prices.14 
 
C2C concerns the transactions done between customers. One example is that an 
individual sells a house or car to another person through the internet. 

2.2 Typical E-Commerce Business Models 

Business models are methods used by a firm to generate revenue to sustain itself. In 
literature there are different types of e-commerce business models. The common 
ones include online direct marketing, affiliate marketing, online auctions and 
electronic marketplaces. Online direct marketing refers to the selling of products and 
services online. Sales may be directly conducted from the manufacturer to the 
customer, thereby eliminating the intermediaries in between or rather the physical 
shops. Consequently the distribution becomes more effective and faster. This model 
can be implemented in B2B as well as B2C.  
Affiliate marketing is a mechanism where a marketing partner refers a customer to a 
website of the company selling certain products. The referral is done by placing a 
banner advertisement of the selling company on the affiliated company’s website. 
Normally a fee is paid if the concerned customer makes a transaction. The objective 
is that both parties can get benefits through cooperation.15 
 
An auction is the process of selling goods by offering them for bid and ultimately 
delivering the item to the winning bidder. The price is determined by the bids. 
Traditional auctions are still existing but the sales volume through online becomes 
higher than traditional auctions. eBay is most well known, world’s largest online-
auction site. There are many other companies which have adopted e-commerce and 
are benefiting from its application. Examples can be Amazon and Yahoo.  
 

                                                 
12
 Vieland (2006), p. 8 

13
 Korper and Ellis (2000), p. 9 

14
 Vieland (2006), p. 8 

15
 Charleswoorth (2007), p. 8 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_%28general%29
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Electronic market places are online platforms, where suppliers and potential buyers 
meet to buy or sell products. Well-organized e-market will result in a win-win situation 
for both suppliers and buyers. In the Automotive sector there is “Supply On”, which 
facilitates global e-procurement and through which automotive suppliers are in a 
position to sell the products all over the world.  
 

2.3 Important Factors to Remember 
2.3.1 Making an Easy E-Commerce Site to Use 
 

Not every online customer is in a position to go through long and complicated 
procedures. It is therefore very important for online sellers to have simple and 
straightforward e-commerce websites, which stands for the company’s online brand 
image. Attributes of the online shopping process influence how easy and enjoyable 
the customer finds it to shop on an e-commerce site. Some attributes could be the 
design of shop front and shopping cart as well as payment software. The shop front 
is the interface connecting the supplier and the customer. Usually it incorporates 
online catalogues which enable the customer to browse for the desired product and 
to identify the product they wish to buy. Customers should be able to find the desired 
products easily. Otherwise they might change to the competitors with easier and 
friendlier websites.16 Another essential feature is the shopping cart, also known as 
the shopping basket, which is a software facilitating easy online order placing and 
processing. It allows the customer to accumulate item in a basket and showes the 
total price of products to be purchased.17 

2.3.2 Customer Protection and Confidence 
 

The success of e-commerce in a company depends to a large extent on the 
customers’ perception. If an excellent e-commerce model cannot be accepted by its 
customers, it makes no sense to apply e-commerce at the first place. Here the 
question concerns the trust and confidence the customer has when making 
transactions on particular site. Despite the significant sales, e-commerce still suffers 
from a lack of consumer confidence, one reason being the increasing online fraud. 
Generally consumer trust depends to a large extent on the perception of a particular 
company/site as being trustworthy.18 Companies should handle customer details 
such as bank details with care and make sure that their websites are well protected 
against hackers. To improve the trust for the websites firms can use trustmark. It is a 
label or visual representation showing participation in a trustmark scheme. One 
example of an international trustmark is Global Trustmark Alliance.19 The aim of 
using trustmarks is to provide high standards of consumer protection, thereby 
encouraging internet sales. 

                                                 
16
 http://www.businesslink.gov.uk, [last accessed: May 23, 2008] 

17
 Charleswoorth (2007), p. 241 

18
 http://ec.europa.eu, Consumer Confidence in E-Commerce: lessons learned from the e-confidence initiative, p. 

4, [last accessed: May 29, 2008] 
19
 http://www.globaltrustmarkalliance.org/ [last accessed: May 29, 2008] 

http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/
http://ec.europa.eu/
http://www.globaltrustmarkalliance.org/
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2.4 Benefits of E-Commerce 

2.4.1 Benefits of E-Commerce to the Organisation 
Benefits to the organisation can be categorised into two groups: tangible and 
intangible (See Figure 7). 
 

Figure 7: Tangible and intangible benefits of e-commerce and e- business
20
 

Tangible benefits Intangible benefits 
§ Increased sales from: 
- New customers, new markets 

    - Existing customers 
§ Marketing cost reductions from: 
- Reduced time in customer service 

    - Online sales 
    - Reduced printing & distribution costs of the        
marketing communication 
§ Supply chain cost reductions from: 
- Reduced levels of inventory 

    - Shorter cycle time in ordering 
 

§ Corporate image communication 
§ More rapid, more responsive marketing 
communication including PR 

§ Improved customer service 
§ Better management of marketing information 
& customer information 

§ Feed back from customers on products 
§ Extended hours: Companies can sell their

21
 

products even outside their working hours 
§ Global Reach: e-commerce covers the 
national and the international markets

22
 

 

2.4.2 Benefits to the Consumer 
 

§ More products and services: Through e-commerce, customers now have a larger 
variety of choices. They can therefore select from different vendors and from more 
products.23 
 

§ Customised products and services: Some firms use e-commerce for 
customising their products. One example can be from the automotive industry. 
Most car manufactures (e.g. BMW) have an online configuration tool, with which 
customer can configure the car with the desired colour, interior design and devices.  

§ Cheaper good and services: Customers can get less expensive products and 
services with the same quality, since the can easily compare prices on the internet. 
In contrast, traditional physical shopping where one goes shop by shop to compare 
prices seems to be time-consuming and exhausting.  

§ Information availability: Customer can acquire information from the website in a 
very short space of time. 

§ Electronic communities: It allows customers to communicate with each other 
regarding their experiences and to exchange ideas. 

§ No sales tax: In many countries there is no sales tax charged for online 
business.24 

2.4.3 Benefits to the Society 
 

The society also gains from e-commerce. Since more people can work or purchase 
from home and travel less for shopping, there will be less traffic on the road and air 

                                                 
20
 Chaffey (2004), p. 17 

21
 Vieland (2006), p. 25 

22
 Vieland (2006), p. 25 

23
 Vieland (2006), p. 26 

24
 Vieland (2006), p. 26 
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pollution may be reduced. Moreover poor people in the society can now afford to buy 
more goods which are offered at lower prices, which can lead to an overall higher 
living standard. Besides, public services can also benefit from e-commerce, as health 
care, education and other government services can be delivered at reduced costs 
and in a more efficient way.25    

2.5 Barriers and Limitations of E-Commerce 
 

Despite the many benefits associated with e-commerce, there are also some 
disadvantages coming along with e-commerce. E-commerce is mainly done through 
internet, but internet itself can be sometimes a barrier, meaning that not all customers 
get access to internet. Up to now there are still people in the society who have a 
negative opinion about internet and such people will hardly make any transaction via 
internet. There are people feeling too old to use the internet. Furthermore a lack of 
trust and skills as well as necessary hardware (computers) can also limit the number 
of internet users. Besides in some parts of the world, internet connection remains 
expensive. Some households are willing to have internet but cannot afford it. Fianlly 
in some regions the internet bandwidth can be still insufficient. Hence firms should 
keep in mind that the e-commerce cannot reach all targeted customers.26 Figure 8 
classifies limitations of e-commerce into technological and non-technological.  
 

 
Figure 8: Limitations of E-Commerce 

Technological limitations Non technological limitations 

§ It might be difficult to integrate internet and 
E-commerce software with the existing 
applications and databases 

§ Special web servers are needed in addition 
to network servers, which add the cost of E-
commerce 

§ Customers concerned about security & privacy  
§  Lack of trust in E-commerce 
§  Online fraud is increasing 
§  Some people do not trust paperless and faceless 
transactions 

§  Some customer like to feel & touch the product 

2 E-Commerce in the Airline Industry 
 

The reason of choosing Airlines industry is straightforward. This industry was the 
earliest practitioner of e-commerce and airline ticket sales now constitute the largest 
proportion of all product sales made through internet. However, the initial experience 
of the airline industry prove that although advanced technology like e-commerce 
could bring tremendous benefits, it also carries potential risks. These risks need to be 
carefully considered and controlled so that they would not turn destructive or offset 
the advantages of the technology.27 Another point is the big change in cost structure 
caused by the introduction of e-commerce. Last but not least the dramatic change in 
the airline market and the sales is also a key aspect of the impact of e-commerce.  

                                                 
25
 Vieland (2006), p. 26 

26
 http://www.statistics.gov.uk, Social Trends 32, [last accessed: May 4, 2008] 

27
 Yang (2001), p. 1 

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/
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3.1 Impact on the Airline 
3.1.1 Cost Structure  
 

In the business world, airline industry could be the biggest winner of the e-commerce, 
which is due to the nature of airline business and its cost structure. An airline’s costs 
can be divided into two major groups.  

• direct operating costs  
• indirect operating costs 

 
Direct operating costs include aircraft, fuel and salaries, which are about 60% of the 
total cost, whereby indirect operating costs such as distribution costs about 40%. 
Basically direct operating costs are “fixed” and there is not much an airline can do to 
cut them down, meaning there is the possibility to reduce the costs but only 
marginally. For instance, an airline can use the same type of airplanes while reducing 
maintenance and handling cost through specialized staff and equipments. However, 
this cost reduction does not make any big difference in over all cost. Therefore, most 
airlines would focus their cost-saving efforts on reducing indirect costs.28 It is in this 
aspect that e-commerce could potentially play an important role. 

3.1.2 Distribution 
 

A major part of an airline’s indirect cost is its distribution cost, which has the following 
components: 

• Reservation system cost 
• Sales offices (stations) cost 
• Advertising and sales promotion cost 
• Agent fees and commissions 
• Ticketing fees 

 
Traditionally, airlines pay 3-25% commissions to travel agencies which sell tickets for 
the airlines. In addition, a huge amount of money and resources is spent on selling 
and issuing tickets of their own. In order to reduce distribution costs, airlines would 
have to turn to e-commerce, or e-distribution channels, so as to limit the number of 
their sales offices and also reduce their dependency on sales agents. In Europe and 
US almost all big airlines have already been using internet as a distribution channel. 
They have set up on-line sales networks, and almost every airline’s website 
possesses online booking functions. Some airlines jointly set up online booking sites 
to offer B2B, B2C, and other travel-related services. Lufthansa is one of the 
examples in Europe, which cooperates with corporate customers such as Robert 
Bosch and all these corporate customers use this channels to book their tickets. 
There are some other sources such as travel websites (Priceline) and internet 
booking engines such as (Expedia) which also offer convenient online bookings. 
Table 1 shows internet bookings in the US airline industry during the past five years 
and estimation for year 2001 and 2002. 
  

                                                 
28
 Yang (2001), p. 2 
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Table 1 Internet bookings in the US airline industry
29
 

 Total No. of online 
air tickets buyers 

Total No. of online 
travel market revenue 

% of total US airline 
bookings 

1996 25.3 m US$276 m 1.3 % 

1997 32.2 m US$827 m 2.9% 

1998 41.0 m US$1.9 b 4.3% 

1999 48.1 m US$ 3.2 b 5.9% 

2000 54.2 m US$ 4.7 b 7.4% 

2001 (estimated)  60.5 m US$ 6.5 b 9.2% 

2002 (estimated)  71.9 m US$ 8.9 b  11.1% 
Total # of online 

Internet allows airlines and other travel providers such as ships and railways to reach 
a widely dispersed base of potential consumers fast while reducing distribution costs 
by 75 percent or more30. Sales on an airline’s own website are by far the least 
expensive revenue for airlines since the electronic search and booking allow airlines 
to avoid commissions, CRS booking fees, and the labor costs of agents doing 
reservation. Figure 9 illustrates the estimated costs of two airlines that incur through 
each channel. Airlines’ commission policies, labor costs, communications costs, and 
other factors can vary widely, resulting in large variances in the costs. According to 
this figure it can be seen that airlines pay a huge amount to travel agents whereas 
the website owned by the airlines is the cheapest channel ($6 and $15).  

 
 
 

Figure 9: Per ticket distribution costs by channel for 2 major airlines
31
 

 
The change in distribution channels have helped major US airlines to reduce their 
total distribution costs by 25.8 percent between 1999 and 2002, from an average of 
$732.9 million to $543.6 million, or 43.6 percent on a per booking basis.32 Therefore 
Airlines encourage customers to buy their tickets through internet. Moreover airlines 
have introduced charges (generally $3.50) for bookings through GDSs so as to 
encourage customers to use the online booking. The reason is that internet not only 
saves distribution cost but also implies fewer costs for marketing activities, which 

                                                 
29
 Jupiter Communications and Forrester Research, cited by Yang (2001), p. 3 

30
 Mead (2000), p. 7 

31
 Mead (2000), p. 9 

32
 Airline Tickting (2003), p. 4 
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accounts for 25% of operating expense together with distribution cost.33 Another 
motive to apply the website is to eliminate the cost of printing and sending out tickets 
and the fees (around $11 per ticket34) for the computerized reservation services.  
 
Some directors in the airline industry, such as Gordon Bethune of Continental, claim 
that the internet will soon account for the majority of bookings. This already happens 
to low-cost carriers such as Southwest, EasyJet and Ryanair, where up to 90% of 
tickets are bought online with the fact that these airlines are selling simple point-to-
point flights rather than complicated itineraries. But conservatives such as Thierry 
Antinori who is in charge of sales at Lufthansa, hold that although the share of 
internet bookings will rise steadily, it will not go beyond a certain level (e.g. third of 
the total).35 
 
Concerning the general trend of airline industry, it can be seen that many airlines are 
trying to reach their customer through direct channels or their own websites. The 
overall global trend in distribution is towards lower-cost online and direct sales 
channels. Figure 10 shows how companies go from offline to online and from indirect 
to direct to their customer. The goal is simple: to switch from expensive distribution 
channels such as travel agents and ticket offices to cheaper channel such as own 
website, call centers, and on-line agencies.  
 

Figure 10: Global trend in distribution: lower-cost on-line & direct channels
36 

 

3.1.3 Supply Chain for Airline Distribution  
The GDS (Global Distribution System) set a foundation of electronic distribution of air 
travel in the 80s, following liberalization of civil aviation in USA.37 The GDS helped in 
the rapid growth of e-business. By 1987, GDS terminal was established as the 
communication link and installed by 95% of travel agents of USA. The GDS provided 
inter-airline connectivity, thereby making itself “the most important link” in the air 
travel distribution chain. Below the figures (Figure 11 and Figure 12) show the supply 

                                                 
33
 Webbed Wngs (2001) 

34
 According the IATA, this cost is about $9.  

35
 Webbed Wings. (2001) 

36
 Serpen (2007) 

37
 Pandit (2006), p. 2 
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chain of an airline distribution with and without the involvement of the internet. Airline 
schedules are distributed by Official Airline Guide (OAG) while the information on 
airline fares is distributed by Airline Tariff Publishing Company (ATPCO). Through 
them the information is transferred to GDS as well as to airline’s computer 
reservation system (CRS). At the end of the chain the travel agent, reservation office 
and customer using the airline website can have a clear overview about the flight 
schedule as well as the prices. 
 

Figure 11 Supply Chain for Distribution before the introduction of internet
38
 

 
 
Figure 12 adds some new elements to the traditional airline distribution shown in 
Figure 11. With the introduction of the internet, the OTAs (Online Travel Agents) 
come to this chain but ITA (a software) is required to address the travel industry's 
complicated issues. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12 Supply Chain for distribution after the introduction of internet
39 

 

 

                                                 
38
 Pandit (2006), p. 3. 

39
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3.2 Impact on the Market Structure 
3.2.1 Changes in the Market 
 

E-commerce has a huge impact on the market, which can be seen from the dramatic 
change of the airline market structure. Internet technology makes airlines to 
participate more actively in the market in comparison with the past decades. The 
change of market began when Travelocity.com, the world’s first OTA was established 
(online travel agency) by a GDS, Sabre, in 1996. Travelocity successfully capitalized 
on the opportunities of internet, with support of Sabre for booking engine and fare 
search. Owned by Delta, Northwest, and TWA (American Airlines), Expedia was the 
next OTA launched by Microsoft and supported by Worldspan GDS.40  
 
The success of the OTAs made Airlines to capitalize the potential of the internet for 
selling air tickets. Thus airlines began to attract consumers to their airline portals and 
set up joint portals. As the airline’s own portals scored over OTAs in terms of 
transparency of price and availability of flights, the share of airline portals in OTA 
market grew to 60% by 2001.41 
 
Air travel takes a leading position in applying e-commerce among all industry 
because of the standardization of airline business by the GDS, which makes the air 
travel homogenous like a commodity. This leading position can be seen from Figure 
13. Other sectors of travel segment, namely lodging, car rentals and cruise, are more 
fragmented. As a result, their transition to online sales is much slower.  
 

Figure 13 Air travel: the fastest growing segment of online sales
42
 

 
 
It is seen that almost all airlines in Europe and US have increased their online sales 
tremendously. Continental increased internet sales from 5% of total to nearly 50% of 
total between 2000 and 2005. Hawaiian went from around 3% to 50% while nearly 
60% of Southwest’s sales were online (by revenue) in 2005.43 The major airline in 
Europe, Lufthansa had online sales about 10% of total sales with an increased of 
42% in 2005.44 

 
One big change came to the market in late 1990, namely low cost carriers (LCC). 
LCC boom started at the end of 1999 and has captured the segment of low price 
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travelers, students, bag packers and cost-conscious business man. This change was 
attributed to the successful application of the internet, where LCCs reduce their 
distribution cost to almost zero level through internet sales. In 2005 98% of Ryanair 
tickets were                        
purchased online. Figure 14 shows the trend of market that most of airlines try to 
simplify their sales channels and use internet to reach their customer directly.  
 

Figure 14 Trend of the market: internet as the new sales channel 

 
 
Flights are a high value and perishable good whose up-to-date information is crucial. 
Customers desire such information so that they can get the best deal. With the 
internet, they get a better access to a full range of information. The sellers, airlines in 
this case, benefit also from internet. Internet enables airlines to reach many 
customers with a low cost. The internet has greatly facilitated the process of yield 
management system, the process which helps to understand, anticipate and react to 
consumer behaviour in order to maximize revenues and profits. Highly sophisticated 
computers will model and alter the price of seats on a given flight to reflect the 
demand over time. The system gives out cheap tickets to early bookers and ensures 
that last-minute travellers who stress flexibility pay much more for the privilege. So 
the internet allows airline to charge the price according to current market and offers 
advantages to both buyer and seller. 

3.2.3 Change in Intermediaries  
 

After the introduction of internet in the airline industry, the intermediaries market has 
become more volatile. Within the market competition has increased and traditional 
travel agents are facing high competition against online travel agencies. One reason 
is that traditional agencies are still locked into old technology and using direct access 
reservation system while their direct competitors, online travel agencies, are using 
the advanced technology. There are no legal barriers to enter the market. However, 
since high investment in the advance IT system is required, it is difficult for new 
entrants to meet the requirements.  
Both individual and corporate customers have become more powerful on this market. 
They have a better access to information and could choose to purchase tickets in 
ways convenient for them. The market is also facing a huge threat from the 
substitutes for their services. The customers can buy tickets directly from the airline 
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either from sales office or on their website. An important point here is that the airlines 
are both suppliers and competitors to the travel agents. Airlines compete directly with 
travel agents through their own online reservation system. Moreover, the suppliers 
(airlines) have become more powerful since the information of flights and price are 
available to customers around the clock and the traditional intermediaries can be 
evaded by the airlines.  

3.2.3 Market Analysis Using Porter‘s 5 Forces 
 

In order to analyze more accurately the market, Porter‘s 5 forces is one of the best 
tool to do it. This analysis determines the competitive intensity and attractiveness of 
market. Porter's 5 Forces include three forces from horizontal competition: threat of 
substitute products, the threat of rivals, and the threat of new entrants and two forces 
from vertical competition: the bargaining power of suppliers, and the bargaining 
power of customers. 
 
In airline industry the threat of substitute products are very low or only for short 
journey such as trains and cars but generally for long journey there is no threat for 
substitutes. The intensity of competitive rivalry has been increasing in this industry. 
The new products have been launching such as LCC. Due to this competitiveness 
the rivals sometimes try to compete aggressively forcing the industry to lower the 
price. Due to the deregulation in Europe, US and some other countries the threat of 
new entrants becomes larger. The countries airlines are no more protected by the 
government which make easy for new entries to penetrate the market. In the case of 
airlines, the travel agents and the like are considered the supplier. Since internet 
allows airlines to use their own distribution channels the dependency on suppliers 
have decreased dramatically and Supplier have less power compare to past. Due to 
the all factors which have been discussed, the customers are better off in many 
cases. First, due to the high competition especially through LCC and more airlines for 
same routes, customers have more power since they have more choices for same 
journey. Moreover, the trend in prices is lower which is due to the perfect competition. 
According to Porter’s 5 forces analysis we can conclude that sellers and buyers are 
better off through the internet. Sellers have less dependency on the supplier, big 
market coverage, less distribution cost whereas buyers have more choices and 
products in low price.   

3.3 Findings  
 

Internet facilitates airlines to decreases the transaction cost through online sales and 
allows them to depend less on traditional travel agents. The reduction of transaction 
cost means that airlines saves money through direct distribution channels and the 
amount (distribution cost) which was paid to travel agents remains on their accounts. 
Here, the question is raised: who benefits more, the airlines (suppliers) or buyers? As 
mentioned before, e-commerce leads to more price transparency and seller’s side of 
a transaction is exposed to an increased pressure. Transparency of information 
increases and customers have easier and better access to information about the 
flights and the services offered by different airlines, which allow them to find out 
products best fitting their needs. Buyers can easily compare prices between different 
airlines and simply take the cheapest offer. Moreover, markets have become more 
efficient, price elasticity has been increased and new products as well as services 
have been launched. Due to this high competition the price are going in the downside 
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direction and price discrimination is hardly possible. Many airlines operate for the 
same routes. This implies high competition and results in low price of fares as well as 
a declining profit margin for airlines. In some cases, the high competition forces 
airlines to transfer all the savings of reduced transaction costs to the buyers, 
especially in busy routes with many operators. To sum up, e-Market leads to a 
decrease in searching costs and intensification of competition. As a result, the 
bargaining power of customers increases.  
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